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Japan Exquisite Introduction Nowhere else are tradition and oriental exoticism in such a vital tension with the latest technology and deep social change. The country acts on the western traveler strange and at the same time strangely familiar. Venerable pagodas, artful Zen gardens and the stylish tea ceremony merge with imposing skyscrapers, innovative high-tech, manga comics, and multicolored neon signs to rich cultural diversity. Join us in an old yet new world as you have never experienced before. Stay in the best luxury hotels in Japan. Enjoy culinary highlights in restaurants with international award.



Travel Time 10 Days/9 Nights



From/to Osaka to Tokyo



Highlights Big Buddha of Nara and Kamakura | Overnight and Meals in the best hotels



Itinerary: Day 1:



Osaka



(-/-/-)



After your individual arrival in Osaka you have in the afternoon enough time to explore the city by yourself. Day 2:



Osaka - Nara - Osaka



(B/-/D)



Today you dive deep into the Japanese history. Nara was on the 8 th Century seat of the first imperial residence. Even today you can see a lot of splendid temples and shrines from this period of prosperity. During a walk through the Nara Park you may observe Sika deer. Highlight of the day is a visit to the “Big Buddha” of Nara, the largest bronze Buddha statue in Japan. Along the path to Kasuga Shrine, you will be impressed by the atmosphere of thousands of stone and bronze lanterns. After returning to Osaka in the afternoon you will go to an exploration tour of the castle of Osaka, a widely visible landmark of the city. Subsequently, extensive shopping trip through Osaka's trendy Shinsaibashi. Exclusive dinner at the hotel's Italian Restaurant St. Regis. Day 3:



Osaka - Hiroshima - Kyoto



(B/L/-)



A day trip by Shinkansen super express will take you today in the historic city of Hiroshima. Punctuality, modern technology and comfort of Japanese railway will inspire you. For a 342 kilometer long route between Osaka and Hiroshima the “Nozomi” requires only 90 minutes. In Hiroshima you see the memorial with the peace museum and take a walk through the park. On the Japanese inland Sea, is the sacred island of Miyajima located which can be reached by ferry. At high tide the famous gate of Itsukushima Shrine. A typical oyster lunch will be served on Miyajima. In the late afternoon you arrive by Shinkansen super express to Kyoto. Following you take short taxi transfer to your centrally located hotel.



Day 4:



Kyoto



(B/L/D)



During today’s sightseeing, you discover the most beautiful temples, the Zen gardens and Shinto shrines. These include the charming complex of the Golden Pavilion (Kinkakuji), the artful Zen garden of Ryoanji Temple and Heian Shrine with its magnificent gardens. The lunch break will be at a traditional Japanese noodle restaurant Omen at the Silver Pavilion (Ginkakuji). Afternoon stroll through the picturesque streets up to the Kiyomizu temple from where you can enjoy a great view over the City. In the evening you will get dinner in a historic villa. The highlight of the evening is the performance of a Kyoto maiko. Day 5:



Kyoto - Fuji-Hakone NP



(B/L/D)



In the morning you drive with the famous high speed train Shinkansen in about two hours to Shin-Fuji. A trip, which especially has a special charm in early April during the cherry blossom, brings you to Japans sacred mountain. Enjoy your lunch with a fantastic view to the Fuji-san. Later afternoon you reach the Hyatt Regency Hakone Resort & Spa where you should not miss the spectacular wellness offer. Be inspired by the explanations of your tour guide in the specifics of the Japanese tradition of bathing. Day 6:



Fuji-Hakone NP - Kamakura - Tokyo



(B/L/D)



Morning visit to the Hakone open-air museum, where the western art and the beautiful nature of Hakone National Park merge into a harmonious synthesis. Afterwards you will enjoy a bus ride along the Pacific Coast. On the beach at Enoshima, you will get an Italian lunch with a beautiful sea view. Kamakura was in the late 12th Century seat of the first shogunate government of Japan. The quiet little town has a lot of cultural monuments. A trip to the Hasedera Temple and the famous “Big Buddha” of Kamakura is a must. Following you drive further to Yokohama and visit Japans largest Chinatown, where the Chinese merchants left their visible traces. After all, you reach the final destination of this tour Tokyo. In the early evening you arrive at the Grand Hyatt hotel Tokyo where you can enjoy a delicious teppanyaki dinner with tender Japanese beef at the exquisite Hotel restaurant Keyakizaka. Day 7:



Tokyo (B/L/-)



Learn more about the different faces of the mega city of Tokyo today. By bus you can reach first the Meiji Shrine. The memorial which is located in a spacious park commemorates to the Emperor Meiji and symbolizes the strong connection of the imperial family with the Shinto, the ancient nature religion of Japan. Lunch will be served at the restaurant Beige, cooperation between Chanel and the star chef Alain Ducasse. Stroll through the elegant Ginza and enjoy the trendy atmosphere of elegant boutiques and shops. On your way to Asakusa you see the new TV tower “Sky Tree” with a height of 634 meters. Your journey continues in Asakusa over the busy shopping street Nakamise-dori and by the Thunder gate with its 750 kg heavy lantern to the Kannon Temple Day 8:



Tokyo (B/-/D)



Today's day is for your own explorations or book an optional trip and make together with the guide a full-day trip to Nikko. Return to Tokyo in the late afternoon. Dinner at the restaurant Nobu, the Tokyo branch of Nobu Matsuhisa Japanese star chef. Day 9:



Tokyo (B/-/D)



Also on the last day of the tour you have enough time to experience the city on your own. Be inspired on a stroll on Tokyo’s grand boulevard, Omotesando, from the numerous boutiques and shopping temples. Visit one of the many museums in the city. Architecturelovers amongst you will be fascinated by the exotic and fast moving architecture in Japan’s capital. Farewell dinner at top French restaurant L’Atelier de Joel Jobuchon



Day 10:



Tokyo (B/-/-)



After the breakfast the tour ends up in Tokyo.



Included:     



German speaking tour guide Travel by air-conditioned vehicle Program and sightseeing as per itinerary 9 Night in luxury hotels Meals as per itinerary (B = Breakfast, L = Lunch, D = Dinner)



Excluded:   



Drinks with meals Tips and personal expenses Journey to Osaka and from Tokyo



Additional Information: Good health is required to participate in this tour. The day trip to Nikko is only bookable in advance.
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